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Only one can live on in infamy.

The seas beckon and glory awaits. A name will live on even
while bones turn to dust. A pirates worth is only measured
in gold. So raise ye sails and ride the wind to discover lost

treasure or take it from ye enemies through smoke and
blood. 

To win the game you must be the first player to
end their turn with 10 pieces of gold.



Setup

1.

2.

Shuffle all of the island and sunken ship cards, then place them
face down in a pile to the side of the board.

Place all 28 island tokens in different squares on the game board.

Only 1 island token can occupy a given square on the board

At least 1 side of the island token must be connected to an empty square .

You can place the tokens however you like as long as you follow these rules:

First Game Island Setup

You may place the 28 island token in any

configuration you'd like as long as you

follow the above rules. But here is a

nicely balanced setup to get you started

if you'd like.

* Although it is not a rule, you may want to

avoid cutting off any part of the board

with your island placements.



6 8

Each player will now take 1 pirate ship, 1 set of dice of the matching
color, 1 dice stand and 1 ship card.

Each player is now given pieces of gold to place on their ship card.

Each player will now roll their six sided dice to determine who
goes first.

3.

4.

5.

*Refer to the components page at the end of this guide for help.

You cannot place coins by skipping a circle,

a row must be filled in from left to right.

It is ok to split your coins between the two

rows. It is your choice to put the next coin

in which row.

The ship card has two rows, one for sails and the other for cannons. You may place the

gold in either row or split it between the two. When placing gold into a row you must start

from the left most circle and fill in each proceeding circle leaving no gaps. 

The highest roll will go first. If there is a tying high roll then all players involved in the tie

will roll again until the tie is resolved.

2 players - 2 pieces of gold each

3-5 players - 3 pieces of gold each



Starting with the first player, each player will spin the spinner
twice to determine where their ship should be placed on the board.

6.

The number on the first spin indicates the column on the board (silver number) and the

number on the second spin indicates the row (gold number). If there is something already

occupying that square on the board spin 1 of the spinners again to determine a direction

and move the ship from its original square the direction as indicated on the board until

the first empty square.

When this ship was to be placed there was already an island token

occupying that square. So a spinner was spun again and  West was

indicated, so the ship was moved West as indicated by the compass on the

board until an empty square was found. If there are no empty squares in

the indicated direction then re-spin until a useable direction is selected .

Once all player ships are placed on the board, you will now place 4
navy and 2 merchant ships on the board following the same
placement rules as player ships.

7.

Place all of the flags and additional coins into seperate piles near
the board.

8.

It doesn't matter what type of ship is placed on the board, they all follow the same

placement rules as described in placing a players ship above. When placing Merchant

ships, put 1 piece of gold under the ship.



Gameplay begins with the first player's turn. During a players turn they can choose to

play any cards they have in their hold (more on this later) and they may take as many

actions as they have available. A player will start out with 2 actions on their turn. If all of

a players actions are not taken during their turn the actions not taken do not roll over to

the players next turn. A player will always start their turn with only 2 actions unless an in

game effect specifies otherwise.

Gameplay

Combat

Movement

Looting

Gamble

Action options include:

A player can perform an option multiple times on their turn as long as they have an

available action to perform the option.

Example: A player with 2 available actions could choose the movement option twice or they could choose

to perform 1 movement and 1 looting. Their is no limit to the number of times you can perform an option

as long as you have an action available to use.

Once a player has performed all of their actions, all game effects have been resolved and

they have chosen to not play anymore cards from their hold (or they have no cards to

play) then that players turn is over and it is now the players to lefts turn.

Combat

A player ship may attack another ship on the board as long as the ship being attacked is

perpendicular to the attacking ship and it is within range.



You cannot attack a ship diagonally, only in straight line. 

Distance

Line of site

Range consists of two things:

Distance refers to how many squares away the ship being attacked is from the attacking

ship. When a player ship is attacking another ship they will roll the sided dice that

matches the number under the last piece of gold  in the cannons row of their ship card.

If this player chooses to engage in combat

with another ship they would be rolling the 10

sided dice since that is the number under the

last piece of gold in the cannon row of their

ship card.

If the ship being targeted for combat is further away than the number in the cannons row

then that ship is considered out of range.

If the Blue ship was engaging in combat with the Red ship then the Red ship

is currently 3 squares away from the Blue ship. You never count the

square the attacking ship occupies and you always count the square the

ship being attacked occupies. This means that the number in the cannons

row of the Blue players ship card must be 3 or above for the Red ship to be

in range.

Line of site refers to the ability for one ship to "see" and aim their cannons at another

ship. As stated before a ship cannot attack another ship diagonally. A ship also cannot

attack over or through an obstacle, such as an island or another ship.



Since there is an island between the Blue ship and the Red ship, the Blue

ship can no longer engage in combat with the Red ship since it does not

have line of site.

If a ship is within distance and has line of site with another ship then those ships are

considered within range and may engage in combat.

Combat consists of an attacking ship and a target ship being attacked. The attacking ship

will first roll the dice that matches the number under the last piece of gold in the cannons

row of their ship card. If the number rolled is less than the number of squares from the

target ship then that attack is considered a miss.

If the Blue ships rolls the number 2 or less then it's attack is considered a

miss since the Red ship is 3 squares away.

If the attacking ship rolls a number higher than the number of squares from the target

ship then that attack is considered a possible hit. The targeted ship now gets the

opportunity to dodge the attack. To dodge an attack the targeted ship must roll a higher

number than the attacking ship. The dice used to perform this roll will match the number

under the last piece of gold in the sails row of the targeted ships card.



Other targets besides player ships have their own rules for which sided dice to roll in

different scenarios. See the *Non playable ships section for those rules. If a targeted ship

rolls a higher number than the attacker then that attack has missed. If the targeted ship is

a player ship then that player may choose to perform an evasive manoeuvre. For all

other targeted ships they must perform the manoeuvre.

If the targeted ship does not roll a higher number than the attacking ship then that attack

has been successful. A player is not allowed to play any cards during combat as the

attacker or as a target unless the card specifies otherwise.

This player will have to dodge by rolling a 6

sided dice since that is the number that

matches the last piece of gold in the sails row

of their ship card. If the attacker has rolled

the number 5 then the only number the

targeted ship can roll to dodge would be a 6

since all tying rolls go in favour to the

attacker.

Once a ship begins performing an evasive manoeuvre they must finish it. You cannot

cancel the manoeuvre just because the outcome was not desired. To perform the

manoeuvre spin the spinner to determine the direction and then move 2 squares in that

direction. If you cannot move all 2 squares, move as many as possible until you encounter

an obstruction.

The Blue ship has missed the attack and the Red player ship has

decided to perform an evasive manoeuvre. The spinner determined the

direction was North so the Red ship will move up to 2 squares in the

North direction. There is an island in the ships path so the Red ship will

only move the 1 available square.

N



If a targeted ship is the victim of a successful attack there is now a sequence of events

that must occur.

If the targeted ship  is a player ship then they must hand over 1 gold from their ship card

to the attacker. A player still must follow the ship card rules and have no gaps in either

their sails or cannons rows.

You cannot give away a coin that will

leave a gap in a row.

This players only option was to hand over

the coin covering the 8 in the sails row

since all other coins would leave a gap.

1. The targeted ship must hand over gold to the attacker.

If the player has no gold left on their ship card then that player does not need to hand

over anything to the attacker and they are not out of the game. If the target is anything

other than a player ship then it must hand over all of it's gold to the attacker.

2. The targeted ship is removed from the board.

Any ship that has been defeated in battle is removed from the board. A player will return

their ship to the board at the beginning of their turn by using the same placement rules

as placing any other ship on the board. 

* If a player does not like where their ship is randomly placed and has an action available they can use a

Gamble to re-spin one of the spinners. (See rules on the Gamble action below).



Resolve 1 sunken ship card.3.
Take a card from the top of the sunken ship deck and immediately resolve its effect. If

there are no cards left in the deck then reshuffle the cards from the discard pile.

Gain an additional action.4.
The attacking player gains 1 additional action to be used during this turn.

Movement

A player ship can choose to move as an action. To move a player will roll the dice that

matches the number under the last piece of gold in the sails row of their ship card.

This player would roll the 8 sided dice for

their movement.

A ship cannot move diagonally from square to square. They must move perpendicular to

the square they are currently on and they do not have to move in a straight line for the

entire movement.

A ship cannot move diagonally from the

square they are currently on.

A ship can move perpendicular to the

square they are currently on.



A ship must move the entire number of squares that was rolled. A ship cannot move

back onto a square that it just left from but it can move onto a square that it has already

used during its movement.

If the Red ship rolled a 2 it could land on any of

the squares indicated in white. It could not land

back on the square it started from since to do

that it would have move onto the square it just

left from.

If the Red ship rolled a 4 it could land on any of

the squares indicated in white. This includes the

square it started from since it can return to this

square without moving back onto a square it just

left from by moving in a circle.

A ship cannot move over an island or another ship. If there is a situation in which a ship

cannot move all of the squares necessary without breaking any of the rules mentioned

above then that ship may not move. If this happens that action remains used and is not

returned to the player.

The Red ship is in a situation where it could only move if on their roll they

roll a 1. Any other number would break one of the above rules. The best

way out of this situation would be to successfully attack the Blue ship so it is

removed from the board.



A player may choose to loot a flagless island. To loot an island the players ship must be

on a perpendicular square touching the island. You cannot loot an island from a diagonal

square. When looting an island first place a flag onto the island. 

Looting

The Red ship may loot this island since it it occupies a perpendicular square

next to the island. The Blue ship cannot loot the island from this position

since it is on a diagonal square and the Yellow ship also cannot loot this

island from its position because even though it is perpendicular to the island

it is not in a square next to it.

If this was the last available island on the board receive 2 gold. Take a card from the

island deck, if this card has a black spot in the top right then you can choose to place this

card in your hold to be used at a later time. If this card does not have a black spot then it

must be used immediately.

Heave Ho!
Gain 2 additional actions

for this turn.

This is an example of a card with a black spot, signifying that it can be placed in

the hold to be used later. Cards in a players hold can only be used during a

players turn unless otherwise specified on the card.

A player can only have 2 cards in their hold at a time. If a player draws a 3rd card with

a black spot then they must either play one of their 3 cards immediately or discard one of

them.

Whenever a spinner is spun during a players turn, that player may choose to use an

action to "Gamble". This allows a player to re-spin a single spinner.

Gamble



A non playable ship is any ship on the board that doesn't belong to a player. In the base

version of the game there are 2 types of these ships, Merchant ships and Navy ships.

Since these ships do not have an associated ship card, the way they carry gold, and roll

for sails and cannons is different to player ships.

Non Playable Ships

When a non playable ship receives gold that gold is placed under that ship on the board. If

a non playable ship is sunk from an attack, that ship is removed from the board and all of

the gold underneath it is given to the player who successfully attacked. Anytime a non

playable ship must roll, the player who is on the left of the current active player will

perform the roll.

Sails: 10

Cannons: 0

Sails: 8

Cannons: 10

A Merchant ship is always carrying 1 gold when place on the board unless otherwise

specified by an in game card or effect. Since a Merchant ship has no cannons onboard

their ship they cannot attack.

A Navy ship is placed on the board with no gold unless otherwise specified by an in game

card or effect.

Merchant

Navy

For every gold piece under a non playable ship add a +1 to their roll.



A Navy ship will perform combat on a player ship in 3 scenarios. When one of these

scenarios is triggered the Navy will immediately attack in the middle of any player's turn.

This does not mean that the current players turn is over unless this attack results in the

current players ship becoming sunk. In that scenario the current players turn is

immediately over and the turn passes on to the player on the left as usual.

For a Navy ship to attack it must follow the same combat rules as players, meaning that it

must have line of site for an attack to proceed. If a Navy ship successfully sinks a players

ship, that Navy ship will receive 1 gold from the player which is placed under the ship. A

Navy ship can have multiple gold pieces underneath it.

If a player ship attempts to loots an island within 3 squares of a Navy ship that has line of

site, that Navy ship will attack the player ship immediately. If the Navy ships attack is

unsuccessful then the player can complete the looting of the island and take an island

card as long as their ship is still next to it. If the Navy's ship attack was successful then the

island has not been looted. (Do not place any flag)

Attempting to loot an island within 3 squares of a navy ship.1.

If the Red ship loots this island then the White Navy ship will

immediately attack after the resolution of the island card

drawn this turn because the Red ship was within 3 squares

when looting and the Navy ship has line of site.



At the end of any movement of a players ship, if the moving ship is now within 3 squares

of a Navy ship and that Navy ship has line of site then that Navy ship will attack. If a game

effect has moved multiple player ships within 3 squares of a Navy ship with line of site

then the Navy ship(s) will attack the players, starting with the current active player and

moving to the left once all of the attacks on the player has been resolved. If the player

triggers an additional set of attacks during this phase, such as performing an evasive

manoeuvre that triggers this scenario again, then all of those attacks must be resolved

before moving on to the next player. 

A player ships movement ends and that ship is now within 3 squares
of a navy ship

2.

At the end of any movement of a Navy ship, if the moving ship is now within 3 squares of

a players ship and that Navy ship has line of site then that Navy ship will attack. If a Navy

ship has moved and now multiple player ships are within 3 squares of that Navy ship then

that ship will attack all of those players, starting with the current active player and

moving to the left once all of the attacks on the player has been resolved. If the player

triggers an additional set of attacks during this phase, such as performing an evasive

manoeuvre that triggers scenario 2, then all of those attack must be resolved before

moving on to the next player. 

A navy ships movement ends and that ship is now within 3 squares of a
player ship

3.

* Placing a ship on the board does not count as a "movement".


